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ABSTRACT

Direct imaging and spectroscopy of young giant planets from the ground requires broadband starlight suppression
with coronagraphy. It is important to minimize the coronagraph chromatic sensitivity to help remove residual
speckles through post-processing of images at multiple wavelengths. The coronagraph must also be able to mitigate
the effects of ground-based telescopes with central obstruction. We present new properties of the Apodized Pupil
Lyot Coronagraph (APLC) that enable quasi-achromatic starlight suppression over a broad bandpass (20%) and
with central obstructions. We discuss the existence of these quasi-achromatic solutions using the properties of the
generalized prolate spheroidal functions, which are used to define the apodizer profile. We discuss a broadband
optimization method and illustrate its parameter space in terms of inner working angle and contrast. These new
APLC solutions are implemented in the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI), a new facility instrument to detect and
characterize young giant planets and disks, which will be commissioned in 2011. The coronagraph design delivers
a contrast better than 10−7 beyond a separation of 0.2 arcsec in the presence of Gemini’s central obstruction over
a 20% bandpass. The science camera is an integral field spectrograph observing in one of the Y, J, or H, or in
about two-thirds of the K bandpass, at a single time. Similar solutions have also been used for the Palomar 1640
coronagraphic integral field spectrograph.

Key words: infrared: planetary systems – instrumentation: high angular resolution – techniques: high angular
resolution
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the large number of currently known exoplanets
(Schneider 2010), few have been detected with direct imaging
(Marois et al. 2008a; Kalas et al. 2008; Lagrange et al. 2009),
let alone characterized with spectroscopy (Janson et al. 2010; L.
Pueyo et al. 2011, in preparation). In the near future, direct imag-
ing detections will increase dramatically with new instruments
becoming available on large ground-based telescopes, includ-
ing the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI; Macintosh et al. 2008),
SPHERE (Beuzit et al. 2008), Palomar Project 1640 (Hink-
ley et al. 2008; Hinkley et al. 2010b), and Subaru HiCIAO
(Hodapp et al. 2008). These instruments will typically be able
to obtain images and low-resolution spectra of relatively young
giant planets (few hundred million years old) and brown dwarfs
around nearby stars. According to theoretical models, contrast
ratios of about 10−7 are expected for 100 Myr old, Jupiter-mass
objects in the near-infrared J,H, and K bandpasses (Baraffe
et al. 2003; Burrows et al. 2004; Marley et al. 2007).

One significant difficulty for direct imaging, once the wave-
front error is well controlled, is the presence of diffracted
starlight (Oppenheimer & Hinkley 2009). Coronagraphy is one
of the main techniques used to achieve starlight suppression for
high-contrast imaging. Because the planets of interest are lo-
cated at very small separations (few tenth of a second of arc),
coronagraphs must be able to achieve starlight suppression at
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small inner working angles (IWAs). Moreover, this must be ob-
tained in the presence of telescope central obstruction and over
a broad band (typically 20%). The classical Lyot Coronagraph
(Lyot 1939; Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2001) does not provide suf-
ficient starlight suppression to enable the detection of extrasolar
planets, and several more advanced techniques have been pro-
posed in the past few years (Roddier & Roddier 1997; Rouan
et al. 2000; Baudoz et al. 2000; Aime et al. 2002; Kuchner &
Traub 2002; Soummer et al. 2003b; Kasdin et al. 2003; Guyon
et al. 2005; Mawet et al. 2005; Foo et al. 2005; Serabyn et al.
2010; L. Pueyo et al. 2011, in preparation; Crepp et al. 2011).
Some of these techniques have already been developed in the
laboratory and tested on the sky.

In this paper, we consider the Apodized Pupil Lyot
Coronagraph (APLC) developed by Aime et al. (2002) and
Soummer et al. (2003a) for rectangular and circular aperture
geometries and generalized by Soummer (2005) and Soummer
et al. (2009a) for telescopes with arbitrarily shaped apertures.
We study the chromatic effects in these coronagraphs and derive
quasi-achromatic solutions to enable starlight suppression over
the typical bandpasses considered for ground-based observa-
tions limited by atmospheric windows in the near-infrared. The
APLC was selected for a number of advantages for GPI and
Palomar 1640. These include the compatibility with telescope
central obstruction, the possibility of high contrast in broadband
(�107), good IWA (�4λ/D), and relatively high coronagraphic
throughput for the off-axis target (�50%). The APLC involves
a hard-edged focal plane mask that can be manufactured with
excellent quality using a hole in a mirror (Oppenheimer et al.
2004; Soummer et al. 2009b; Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2010).
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The starlight passing through the hole enables an elegant imple-
mentation of a second-stage wavefront sensing system with a
Mach–Zendher interferometer (Wallace et al. 2008; Sivaramakr-
ishnan et al. 2008), which does not introduce any non-common
path errors up to the focal plane mask.

The first two difficulties to overcome are the presence of a
central obstruction and the necessity of broadband observations
to enable spectroscopy. Generalized prolate spheroidal apodiza-
tions for a centrally obscured aperture provide an excellent way
of mitigating the geometric constraints. In principle, secondary
mirror support structures can also be included in the optimiza-
tion of the apodizer (Soummer et al. 2009a). However, in the
case of very thin structures such as for the Gemini telescope
(1 cm) this would lead to a non-rotationally symmetric apodizer
with additional system-level complexities that are not worth the
potential gain, especially since the effect of these features can be
mitigated in the Lyot plane (Sivaramakrishnan & Lloyd 2005).
Other techniques such as the phase-induced amplitude apodiza-
tion (Guyon et al. 2005; Pluzhnik et al. 2006; Martinache et al.
2006) can be used to mitigate central obstruction and spiders,
but add complexity with more optics. This solution was used
for the Subaru telescope geometry with large support structures
(Martinache & Guyon 2009). GPI and Project 1640 both use
multi-wavelength images from an integral field spectrograph to
help distinguish true companions from speckle artifacts (Marois
et al. 2000; Sparks & Ford 2002) and to provide the compan-
ion spectrum. Post-processing reference subtraction algorithms
(Lafrenière et al. 2007) are facilitated when the planet spec-
trum is significantly different from the residual coronagraphic
response. A chromatically flat coronagraphic response is gener-
ally considered the most favorable case (Krist et al. 2008).

In Section 2, we recall the principle of APLCs and focus
on their chromatic properties and limitations. In Section 3, we
develop a numerical optimization for broadband observations
and show that quasi-achromatic solutions can be obtained, and
we discuss the existence of these solutions using the properties
of the generalized prolate functions. The study assumes gray
transmission apodizers, which can be manufactured using half-
tone (microdots) or star-shaped technologies (Martinez et al.
2009a, 2009b; Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2009; Soummer et al.
2009b; Cady et al. 2009).

2. CHROMATIC PROPERTIES OF APODIZED PUPIL
LYOT CORONAGRAPHS

2.1. Impact of Chromaticity on Contrast Performance

Ground-based AO coronagraphs will almost certainly be
limited by residual point-spread function (PSF) speckles caused
by atmospheric and instrumental phase and amplitude errors.
(See Marois et al. 2008b for a discussion of many classes of
error.) To overcome these speckles, simultaneous images at
multiple wavelengths will be obtained using either an integral
field unit, or a dual- or a multi-band camera. This spectral
information can be used to distinguish speckle artifacts from
true companions using either the radial scaling of speckle
position with wavelength or strong spectral features in the
planetary companion. Images at multiple wavelengths, scaled
radially to align the speckles, can be subtracted from each
other (Marois et al. 2006) or simple functions are fit to the
intensity in each pixel as a function of wavelength (Sparks &
Ford 2002; L. Pueyo et al. 2011, in preparation). For this process
to significantly attenuate noise, both the speckles themselves and
the coronagraph must be achromatic over a large enough range

of wavelengths Δλ so that the speckles have either moved by a
significant fraction of the diffraction limit (Δλ/λ = θ/(λ/D)) or
a range comparable to the width of typical molecular absorption
features, Δλ = 0.1 μm.

The signal-to-noise ratio for planet detection is determined
by the combination of the coronagraphic response to a perfect
wave with the residual intensity halos created by the optical
aberrations. Aime & Soummer (2004) and Soummer et al.
(2007a) have shown that the speckle noise from “pinned”
speckles (Bloemhof et al. 2001; Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2002;
Bloemhof 2003; Perrin et al. 2003) can be reduced with a
coronagraph. The variance of the speckles and photon noise
in a coronagraphic image is given by

σ 2 = 2IcIs + I 2
s + Ic + Is, (1)

where Ic is the final focal plane intensity through the corona-
graph in the absence of random aberrations (static aberrations
are included in this term) and Is corresponds to the intensity halo
produced by optical aberrations (Aime & Soummer 2004). The
last two terms Ic + Is correspond to the photon noise and are
scaled appropriately for an exposure time corresponding to the
speckle lifetime (Soummer et al. 2007a). The speckle statistics
was confirmed by Fitzgerald & Graham (2006) using adaptive
optics images. The coronagraph is particularly important to this
process. For given residual adaptive optics aberrations, the vari-
ance is minimum for Ic = 0, i.e., a perfect coronagraph. Since
pinned speckles have a variance proportional to both the inten-
sity of the speckles and the residual intensity of the coronagraph
(Equation (1)), a sharp variation in coronagraph contrast with
wavelength (as in the smaller diameter masks in Figure 4) will
produce an equally sharp variation in the intensity of speckles
with wavelength that is not easily fit by linear or low-order func-
tions. Hence, for full spectral suppression of residual speckles,
it is important that the variation in coronagraph intensity over
the operational wavelength range be comparable to or less than
the final design contrast of the system. This was confirmed in-
dependently using end-to-end simulations for GPI (Marois et al.
2008b).

2.2. Principle and Chromatic Properties

We briefly recall here the principle of an APLC with emphasis
on its chromatic behavior. The coronagraph involves three
optical masks (apodizer, focal plane mask, and Lyot stop), in
four successive planes illustrated in Soummer et al. (2009a)
(Figure 1). In the perfect monochromatic case, an optimal set of
masks exists and is determined by the solution of an eigenvalue
problem (Aime et al. 2002; Soummer et al. 2003a; Soummer
2005; Soummer et al. 2009a). In this paper, we study the
case of circular geometry with central obstruction, where the
apodization function (eigenfunction) is given by a generalized
prolate spheroidal function (Slepian 1964; Soummer 2005)
and the FPM diameter is associated with the eigenvalue. This
result also holds for more complex aperture shapes, such as an
Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) segmented design (Soummer
et al. 2009a).

We follow the formalism of Aime et al. (2002) and Soummer
et al. (2003a), and restrict the problem to the case of a circular
focal plane mask of physical diameter d, whose transmission
is 1 − M(r), with M(r) = Π (r/d), r = |r|, and where Π(r)
denotes the top-hat radial function. It is convenient to express
the FPM diameter in resolution element units and we introduce
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Figure 1. Radial profiles of the achromatic apodization for three wavelengths
across the H band for the Gemini telescope geometry. The apodizer has a
“bagel-shaped” transmission (note that the plot represents a radial profile from
the center to the edge of the pupil of radius R). A different eigenvalue problem
exists for each wavelength and the theoretical optimal apodizer corresponds to
a different prolate function (Aime 2005).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the notations

d = α1
λ1f

D
= a1λ1f, (2)

where D is the telescope diameter, f is the focal length, and α1
corresponds to the diameter of the FPM expressed in units of
resolution element, and a1 = α1/D is a notation introduced by
Soummer et al. (2003a) for clarity.

It is essential to note that we define the FPM diameter at a
reference wavelength λ1, as indicated by the subscript in α1 and
a1. The value of this wavelength is critical to the optimization
approach described in this paper. Using the scaling properties
of Fourier transforms (FTs), the two-dimensional FT of the
mask function is M̂(u) = d2 Π̂(d u), where u = (η, ξ ) is
the spatial frequency. Using the equivalent mask parameter
a = a1λ1/λ, and the fact that the two-dimensional FT of
the circular top-hat function M(r) is also a radial function
Π̂(u) = (π/4)(2J1(πu))/(πu), we obtain

ΨC(r) = ΨA(r) − ΨA(r) ∗ aJ1(πar)

2r
. (3)

Note that ∗ is a two-dimensional convolution product (see, for
example, Equation (3) in Aime et al. (2002) with the 1/(λf )2

term from the change of variables in the two-dimensional
convolution product). Also, note that ΨA(r) and ΨC(r) are not
necessarily radial functions, although aJ1(πa r)/(2 r) is. We
can see in Equation (3) that the propagation wavelength λ solely
affects the equivalent mask size a. In other words, a change of
propagation wavelength λ is formally equivalent to a change
of mask size. This is simply because for a given physical FPM
size (a hard-edged mask), each wavelength corresponds to a
different mask size in resolution element units (λ/D). This has
a direct consequence for numerical simulations: monochromatic
propagation codes can readily be adapted to polychromatic
simulations by scaling the effective mask size by λ1/λ.

The final coronagraphic field is obtained from the field in
the Lyot plane, after application of the Lyot stop L(r). In the
perfect case, the Lyot stop is simply identical to the pupil and no
undersizing is required. In practice, some amount of undersizing
is required for alignment tolerancing reasons.

2.3. Broadband Performance, Achromatic APLCs

Aime (2005) showed that the equivalent mask size a implies
a different eigenvalue for each wavelength, and therefore that
a different eigenfunction (apodizer) can be calculated for each

wavelength (Equation (3)). This is illustrated in Figure 1 in
the case of an apodizer with central obstruction, where the
apodizer corresponds to a different prolate function for each
wavelength. This effect could be achieved for example using
interferometry (Carlotti et al. 2008) or approximated using a
colored absorbing glass (Soummer et al. 2006). In the case of a
telescope with central obstruction, these ideal solutions would
be very challenging to reproduce in practice because the position
of the maximum transmission depends on the wavelength. In
this paper, we explore the parameter space for the APLC and
outline a regime where the solution is quasi-achromatic for
slightly larger FPM sizes. If we assume a gray apodizer, i.e.,
same apodization function for every wavelength, and a physical
hard-edged FPM such as a hole in a mirror, the prolate apodizer
solution is defined at a single wavelength and the performance
degrades when the wavelength changes (Equation (3)).

3. BROADBAND OPTIMIZATION OF APLCs

3.1. Optimization Criteria and Parameter Space Exploration

As detailed above, APLCs are defined by analytical solutions
to an eigenvalue problem in the monochromatic case. In this
section, we study the numerical optimization of the APLC in
broad band and explore the parameter space of the possible
solutions assuming a gray apodizer (achromatic apodization
profile) and a given physical FPM. Therefore, one wavelength
must be chosen to define the eigenvalue problem and generate
the apodizer (eigenfunction).

Several criteria can be considered for the optimization of
APLCs (Martinez et al. 2007, 2008; Soummer et al. 2009a).
The simplest criterion is the integrated residual intensity, which
can be calculated readily in the Lyot plane and provides some
interesting insight into the coronagraphic efficiency. However,
this criterion is not sufficient for high-contrast imaging because
it does not provide any indication about the distribution of the
light in the final image plane. In Soummer (2005), we used
the encircled energy within the mask area for the optimization
criterion, with a simple optimization approach. In this paper,
we consider the average contrast inside the dark zone controlled
by the deformable mirror and outside the IWA. In the case
of GPI, this corresponds to a square of side N = 44λ/D,
corresponding to the 44 actuators across the pupil diameter D.
The IWA corresponds to the minimum distance at which the
transmission of an off-axis companion is significantly high. For
the optimization of the APLC parameters, we consider the IWA
to be equal to the mask radius augmented by two resolution
elements. The actual IWA in terms of detection is slightly better
since the off-axis transmission of a coronagraph is a smooth
function with the angular separation (Sivaramakrishnan et al.
2008). Here the contrast is defined as the coronagraphic PSF
normalized by the peak of an off-axis source that is not affected
by the FPM. This criterion accounts for the intensity reduction
of an off-axis source due to the apodizer and Lyot stop. The
average contrast is therefore calculated for each wavelength as
follows using a numerical simulation:

Cλ(λ) = 1

p

1

(Nλ/D)2

∫ ∫ (Nλ/2D)2

−(Nλ/2D)2
|ΨD(r)|2dr

− 1

p

1

(Iλ0/D)2|
∫ Iλ0/D

0
|ΨD(r)|22rdr, (4)

where D is the telescope diameter, p is the maximum intensity
of the off-axis PSF, N is the angular size of the dark zone as
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described above, and I corresponds to a nominal geometric
IWA defined by the angular diameter of the FPM at the central
wavelength λ0. Note that the dark zone size is a function of
wavelength, but the IWA is set at the central wavelength to
correspond to a unique physical angle on the sky. Finally, the
criterion is averaged over the bandpass:

C = 1

Δλ

∫
Δλ

Cλ(λ)dλ. (5)

A different optimization criterion based on the Airy through-
put (Vanderbei et al. 2003; Guyon et al. 2006) would be in-
teresting to include the consideration of the useful flux of the
planet, i.e., which fraction of the total planet flux can be used
for detection. With an APLC, the off-axis PSF (planet) is simply
the PSF produced by the apodized aperture, assuming that the
source is sufficiently outside the focal plane mask area (out-
side the IWA). By definition for a prolate spheroidal apodiza-
tion, this PSF has maximum encircled energy within a circle
equal to the focal plane mask area. The fractional energy of the
PSF within this circle is given by the eigenvalue Λ0, which is
very close to 1 for an APLC (typically Λ0 > 0.99). This en-
sures that most of the planet flux is usable for detection with
an APLC.

As shown in Section 2.2, the apodizer and mask size are given
by the solution of a monochromatic eigenvalue problem, where
the mask size corresponds to the eigenvalue and the apodizer
to the eigenfunction. According to Equation (2), the mask size
used for the eigenvalue calculation is set at the wavelength λ1.
In other words, the perfect APLC solution is only valid for the
wavelength λ1. The purpose of the broadband optimization is
to select the best APLC solution to optimize the contrast over
a finite bandpass motivated by science goals. Therefore, λ1 is a
free parameter in our optimization, in contrast to other studies
where the APLC is defined at the longest wavelength of the
band (Martinez et al. 2007). In order to have a clearly defined
physical FPM size, we express the FPM angular diameter at the
bandpass central wavelength λ0, i.e., in units of λ0/D.

The parameters for the APLC optimization are as follows.

1. The telescope and mask geometry, which defines an eigen-
value problem with a set of generalized prolate spheroidal
solutions. Here we consider circular focal plane masks.

2. The bandpass Δλ.
3. The FPM angular size at the central wavelength λ0.
4. The wavelength λ1 for which the eigenvalue and eigenfunc-

tions are generated.
5. The Lyot stop outer diameter (OD) undersizing and inner

diameter (ID) oversizing.

Because of the nonlinearity of the contrast criterion, special
care is required to avoid possible local minima, and we explored
a wide range of parameters to guide the optimization. In order
to explore the parameter space for the criterion described
by Equations (4) and (5), we generated a very large set of
apodizations (eigenfunctions) for a fine grid of mask sizes
(eigenvalues). We studied the convergence of the broadband
contrast criterion with the number of wavelengths used in the
simulation, and in practice we use a numerical integration of
interpolated contrast values for a number of wavelengths across
the band (�20). This study is enabled by a fast propagation
method (Soummer et al. 2007b) based on a semianalytical
propagation combined with a matrix-based FT instead of the
more commonly used fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). Using

Figure 2. Average contrast criterion as a function of the angular mask diameter
at the band center (x-axis) and as a function of the wavelength λ1 (y-axis),
which is used to calculate the apodizer. For the H band, the range of mask
diameter varies from 0.17 to 0.26 arcsec (respectively 4λ0/D and 6λ0/D). The
Lyot stop geometry is fixed in this figure. This figure shows that there is no
optimum for the mask diameter with this contrast criterion (the contours are
equidistant in contrast). The average contrast in the dark zone continues to
improve as the focal plane mask gets larger. Therefore, the FPM diameter is
considered as a free parameter in the design. The contours show two regimes
around (4–5)λ/D and (5–6)λ/D. These two regimes correspond to the transition
between “bell-shaped” and “bagel-shaped” apodizers, which depends on the
particular telescope geometry. Note that one point in this figure corresponds to
one APLC design, with one value of the average contrast criterion integrated over
the bandpass. For example, for a mask size of 4.6λ0/D, the optimal wavelength
λ1 = 1.67 μm, and for 5.6λ0/D, the optimal wavelength λ1 = 1.72 μm, with
a contrast improvement by a factor of 23. The average contrast criterion as a
function of wavelength is shown in Figure 4 for a few possible designs.

FFTs would lead to prohibitive computing time for our multi-
dimensional parameter space study. The speed improvement is
typically between one and two orders of magnitude, without
any loss of numerical precision. Our preliminary optimization
(Soummer 2005) did not involve as many search dimensions
because of the limitations introduced by our use of FFTs.

In Figure 2, we show the evolution of the average contrast
criterion for the H band (1.5–1.8 μm) and for the two main
APLC parameters: the physical angular mask size defined at
band center λ0, and the wavelength λ1 used to define the
eigenvalue/eigenfunction set, and therefore the apodization
function. Other parameters (Lyot stop geometry) play a weaker
role in the optimization and are maintained constant in this
figure. The parameter space is chosen for a range of mask
diameters that are compatible with the science goals. For
example, for the H band, λ0 = 1.65 μm. For an 8 m telescope,
a mask diameter of 4λ0/D corresponds to 0.17 arcsec, and
6λ0/D to 0.26 arcsec. If for example the physical mask size
is 5λ0/D, and λ1 = 1.7 μm, the apodizer is calculated as the
monochromatic solution at λ1 for an angular mask size of 4.85
λ1/D.

For each mask size, there exists an optimum value for λ1,
which is larger than the band central wavelength λ0 for mask
sizes larger than 4.5λ0/D. The larger the mask size, the larger
the optimal wavelength λ1. This is intuitively explained because
a larger mask is always better than a smaller mask.

Using the average contrast criterion, we find that there is no
unique optimum solution in terms of mask size and λ1. The
contrast keeps improving with larger mask sizes and larger
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Figure 3. Average contrast criterion for the Lyot stop geometry as a function of
inner diameter (ID) oversizing and outer diameter (OD) undersizing fractions.
The mask diameter is 5.6λ0/D, and λ1 = 1.72 μm. This shows that there is
no optimum for the OD undersizing and in practice this value is set to match
alignment tolerances (2% of the diameter). The ID shows an optimum value
and typically the Lyot stops have a central obstruction doubled from the initial
aperture geometry. For example, for an OD undersizing of 2%, the optimal
ID oversizing is 98% for this particular solution. In this case, the contrast is
improved by a factor of four compared to a 2% ID oversizing. See also Figure 10
for a qualitative explanation.

λ1 values as well. In other words, the average contrast keeps
improving with larger focal plane mask size. This result is
independent of the Lyot stop geometry.

We show in Figure 3 the evolution of the average contrast
criterion as a function of the Lyot stop geometry, specifically
the ID oversizing fraction and the OD undersizing fraction.
Here, we do not include the secondary mirror support structures,
which are optimized independently. Undersizing the Lyot stop,
OD does bring performance improvement. However, we set
the OD undersizing fraction to 0.02 (2% of the diameter) to
be compatible with alignment tolerances. The ID oversizing
however shows a clear optimum, in this case around 100%
oversizing, i.e., approximately doubling the size of the central
obstruction in the Lyot plane.

Based on this parameter space study, there is no optimum for
the mask diameter (Figure 2). We therefore select the physical
mask size as an input parameter and then calculate the optimal
wavelength λ1 and the Lyot stop geometry (limited to the Lyot
stop ID oversizing). The bandpass is a predefined constant,
and the Lyot stop OD undersizing is set by optomechanical
tolerances. The range of mask sizes we consider is roughly the
one shown in Figure 2, and is constrained between a sufficient
contrast performance and the need for a small IWA (0.2 arcsec
IWA requirement for GPI). We use nonlinear optimization
routines provided with the Mathematica software (Wolfram
2003) to search for the two optimization parameters. The choice
of the mask size depends on the science requirements in terms of
IWA (directly related to the mask radius) and contrast (contrast
performance monotonically improves with mask size). In the
next section, we discuss how increasing the mask size improves
both contrast and achromaticity, and how we can select the
appropriate mask size.

3.2. Quasi-achromatic Solutions for Gray Apodizers

3.2.1. Performance

In Figure 4, we show the average contrast Cλ(λ) as a function
of wavelength, for FPM diameters ranging from 4.4 to 6.0
λ0/D. For each mask size, we use the nonlinear optimization to
calculate the wavelength λ1 and the Lyot stop geometry. This
result confirms that the average contrast keeps improving as the
mask diameter increases. For the Gemini telescope geometry
and the H band, this set of calculations shows that smaller
masks sizes below 5λ0/D lead to significant chromaticity, and
that slightly larger mask sizes improve both the average contrast

Figure 4. Average contrast in the dark zone as a function of wavelength across
the H band, for a range of mask diameters from 4.4λ0/D to 6.0λ0/D. The
other parameters (wavelength λ1 and Lyot stop geometry) are obtained using a
numerical optimization. As the mask diameter increases the contrast improves
at every wavelength and the chromaticity decreases as well. Quasi-achromatic
solutions across most of the bandpass are obtained for mask diameters larger
than 5.5λ0/D.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 5. On-axis coronagraphic PSFs for the H band corresponding to the
same parameters as in Figure 4. Again, this shows that the contrast improves
monotonically with mask diameter. Because of the chromaticity improvement,
the broadband contrast just outside the IWA can be improved dramatically with
modest increase in mask diameter.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

and the chromaticity performance, to reach a quasi-achromatic
profile over most of the bandpass for masks sizes larger than
�5.5λ0/D.

In Figure 5, we show the on-axis coronagraphic PSF for
the H band and the same mask diameter as in Figure 4. This
also illustrates how the contrast improves with increasing mask
sizes. It is interesting to note that in this range, small increases
in IWA can lead to very significant contrast improvement. For
example, the contrast improves by about one order of magnitude
just outside the IWA (5–6λ0/D), for a mask diameter increase
between 5 and 5.6λ0/D. Therefore, in this regime a modest
increase of geometric IWA provides dramatic improvement of
the coronagraphic PSF, which in turn helps the actual IWA since
the perfect coronagraphic PSF contributes to residual pinned
speckles.

In Soummer (2005), we used the encircled energy within the
mask area in the final focal plane as the contrast criterion, using
the semianalytical approach based on Hankel transform prop-
erties and numerical integration (Soummer et al. 2003a). The
optimization approach was much simpler than the approach de-
scribed here. The results presented here bring at least one order
of magnitude improvement. The mask size used to calculate
the apodization function was selected as a free parameter, for
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Figure 6. Black: average contrast for a 5.6λ0/D mask for the H band, where the
two optimization parameters (λ1 and ID) have been optimized using a nonlinear
optimization routine. Because a change of mask size is formally equivalent to
a change of wavelength, the long-wavelength degradation can be avoided by a
translation of the curve to longer wavelengths, simply achieved using a larger
mask size, e.g., 5.8λ0/D (black, dashed line). However, for this new larger mask
size (5.8λ0/D), a re-optimization of the two parameters λ1 and ID leads to a
different apodizer and Lyot stop providing even better performance (blue line).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

example 4λ/D. Then the physical focal plane mask was opti-
mized for the entire band together with the other parameters
(Lyot stop geometry). In this paper, the optimization is much
more sophisticated because the solution of the eigenvalue prob-
lem (mask size and apodizer) is part of the optimization, i.e.,
a different apodization function (eigenfunction) is associated
with each mask size (eigenvalue). For a given physical mask
size, the apodization function changes with a change of the λ1
value. These differences explain why the results presented here
are a marked improvement over the earlier results of Soummer
(2005).

In Figure 4, the monochromatic contrast criterion
(Equation (4)) is always worse on the red side of the band.
This is simply explained because for a given FPM, the PSF size
scales with wavelength and therefore the mask is too large at
shorter wavelengths and too small at longer wavelengths. Intu-
itively for a coronagraph, the performance degradation will be
worse for a smaller mask than for a larger mask, and the contrast
performance is mostly limited by the longest wavelength of the
band. To first approximation, it is possible to use this property
to optimize the APLC at the longest wavelength of the band,
which typically gives better results than an optimization at band
center. Martinez et al. (2007) compared these two approaches
using a slightly different contrast criterion. However, their re-
sults show the existence of an optimum mask size, which we do
not observe with our optimization scheme. This may be due to
the slightly different criterion, or possibly to some other differ-
ences in the two optimization approaches. Their optimization
includes the presence of several secondary mirror supports but
do not include the Lyot stop optimization, while our approach
includes the Lyot stop geometry, but not the secondary mirror
supports. Their optimum mask size has slightly smaller values
that what we typically use in this study, which may also explain
the differences.

In Figure 6, one may wonder why we do not use a larger
mask size to render the coronagraph even more achromatic.
Since a change of mask size is formally equivalent to a change
of wavelength, the contrast curve could be simply translated
to longer wavelengths by using a larger mask. However, a
complete optimization of the other parameters (including the

Figure 7. Eigenvalue Λ as a function of mask size for the generalized
prolate spheroidal solution to a circular aperture with central obstruction
corresponding the Gemini telescope geometry. Each eigenvalue corresponds to
a different eigenfunction (the apodizer). In this case, the eigenvalue is calculated
numerically. The eigenvalue is monotonic between 0 and 1. The inflection in the
curve is due to the presence of the central obstruction and does not exist for a
full aperture. Because a change of wavelength is formally equivalent to a change
of mask size, the APLC becomes more achromatic as the mask size increases
because of the saturation of the eigenvalue. The interesting quasi-achromatic
regime for exoplanet detection is for a mask size >5.5λ0/D in the flat region of
the plot.

apodization profile) for this larger mask size provides even better
performance. Because we use an average contrast criterion over
the bandpass, the performance always degrades on the red side
of the band. A compromise could be found between average
contrast and chromaticity by slightly modifying the criterion, for
example by using a weighting function with wavelength. This
could in principle provide an even more achromatic solution
with slightly relaxed contrast performance.

3.2.2. Existence and Properties of Quasi-achromatic Solutions

The existence of quasi-achromatic solutions can be explained
using a simple criterion using the properties of a prolate
spheroidal function (Soummer et al. 2009a). An implicit rela-
tionship exists between the eigenvalue Λ0 and the FPM diameter
expressed in units of resolution elements (λ0/D), as shown in
Figure 7 for an aperture geometry corresponding to the Gem-
ini telescope. The inflection in the curve is due to the presence
of central obstruction (this feature does not exist in the eigen-
value for a full circular aperture; Soummer et al. 2003a). As
discussed in Section 2.2, a change of wavelength is formally
equivalent to a change of mask diameter, and therefore also
formally equivalent to a change of eigenvalue. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, the achromatic APLC solution is obtained by adjusting
the apodization function with wavelength to the corresponding
eigenvalue (Aime 2005). For large mask diameters, the eigen-
value curve saturates and therefore the eigenvalue is relatively
insensitive to a change of mask size (or wavelength). Therefore,
the corresponding eigenfunction is also relatively insensitive to
the mask size (or wavelength). As a result, the chromaticity
of the APLC becomes negligible for large masks in the region
where the eigenvalue saturates. In other words, a gray apodizer
naturally approximates the achromatic solution of Aime (2005)
for large mask diameters. Fortunately, the regime where these
quasi-achromatic solutions appear is situated in a region of “rea-
sonable” mask diameters (�5.5λ0/D in diameter) in the case of
the Gemini telescope geometry. However, this region is a func-
tion of both bandpass and aperture geometry and the result may
vary for other telescopes and bandpasses of interest. This prop-
erty is particularly attractive for ELTs, which have very high
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Figure 8. Residual energy can be obtained directly from the eigenvalue Λ
as (1 − Λ)2 (Aime et al. 2002; Soummer et al. 2003a). For slightly larger
mask size, the APLC can have a much higher monochromatic rejection and
the chromaticity decreases as well. The inflection in the curve around 3λ0/D
is due to the presence of the central obstruction and does not exist for a full
aperture. The quasi-achromatic region is found in the linear region of this plot
(>5.5λ0/D), where the residual energy decreases exponentially. The derivative
of the residual energy is related to the chromaticity and is also decreasing
exponentially in this region.

Figure 9. Average contrast in the dark zone outside the IWA for the case
of GPI. The mask diameter is 5.6λ0/D at band center, which corresponds to
�0.24 arcsec in diameter.

angular resolution, and can afford to trade a slightly larger mask
for improved performance (Martinez et al. 2008; Soummer et al.
2009a).

Following the notations of Soummer et al. (2009a), the total
energy in the final image outside an area equivalent to the FPM
finds a simple expression as a function of the eigenvalue Λ0:

eom = (1 − Λ0)3. (6)

We show this residual energy in logarithmic scale in Figure 8.
Between 5λ0/D and 6λ0/D, the rejection decreases approxi-
mately exponentially, which confirms that in this region a mod-
est increase in mask diameter leads to significant contrast im-
provement, and that the chromaticity is dramatically reduced as
well. The chromaticity is related to the derivative of the resid-
ual energy with wavelength (or mask size). In this region, the
chromaticity decreases qualitatively exponentially.

3.2.3. Application to the Gemini Planet Imager

Figure 9 shows the average contrast for the GPI design, which
has a mask diameter of 5.6λ0/D. The corresponding broadband
intensities in the Lyot plane are shown in Figure 10. The design

Figure 10. Left: broadband image of the Lyot plane before application of the
Lyot stop. Note the sharp and bright outer edge of the aperture, which illustrates
why undersizing the Lyot stop does not improve contrast performance in this
case. Right: broadband image after application of the Lyot stop. The significantly
oversized central obstruction is about twice the original size. Note that the
optimization selected the central obstruction inner diameter so that the intensity
profile in the Lyot plane is also apodized along the central obstruction. Any other
Lyot stop inner diameter would create a sharp discontinuity that would diffract
more light in the focal plane and therefore degrade the contrast performance.

Figure 11. On-axis coronagraphic PSF for the GPI design in the absence of
aberrations, averaged for the H band. The average broadband contrast is better
than 10−7 for separations larger than �5λ0/D (� 0.2 arcsec).

is optimized for the telescope geometry, with a telescope OD
of 7.770 m and ID 1.023 m. The aperture is slightly undersized
to account for 2% lateral alignment tolerances. The broadband
coronagraphic PSF for the H band is shown in Figure 11. This
design satisfies the requirement of 10−7 contrast at 0.2 arcsec
(Macintosh et al. 2008).

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we detailed the chromatic properties of APLCs
and studied the numerical optimization of these coronagraphs
in broadband assuming a gray apodizer. We find that both
the average contrast and the chromatic performance improve
monotonically with the mask diameter, and we find a quasi-
achromatic regime for masks larger than �5.5λ0/D for the
geometry of the Gemini telescope and the H band. The exis-
tence of the quasi-achromatic behavior is discussed in light of
the mathematical properties of generalized prolate spheroidal
functions used to define the apodization for on-axis telescopes.
We explored the parameter space to determine which parame-
ters need to be optimized, and we illustrate the results with the
design of the coronagraph for the GPI. The high achromaticity
of this design translates into very good simultaneous spectral
differential imaging performance (Marois et al. 2008b). This
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coronagraph has been built in the laboratory (Soummer et al.
2009b; Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2009; Sivaramakrishnan et al.
2010) according to this design, and will be integrated in the GPI
instrument in 2010, for science operations starting in 2011. This
approach was also used to optimize the Palomar project 1640
coronagraph used at the Hale telescope (Hinkley et al. 2010a,
2010b; Zimmerman et al. 2010), which operates in conjunc-
tion with an integral field spectrograph over the J and H bands
(1.05–1.75 μm).
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